The 2s1/2 -2P l/2 energy level shift of the 'IT -p atom is studied. It is -shown that an experimental determination of the 2Q2 -2P1,2 energy level shift accurate to one part per thousand can provide an independent determination of the pion charge radius.
Recently, an experiment was proposed and plauned (1) to measure the 2s1/2 -2p1/2 energy level shift in the a -/J atom (pi-muonium) produced in the decay of KL '--trp v .t One of the contributions to the 2s l/2 -2P1,2 energy splitting comes from the finite size of the pion which can be written as (3) 43 AEzs (size) -AEap (size) = -+f---rf .
(
where the reduced mass p = mn rn/ (mx + mp), and rr is defined to be the pion charge radius. Up to now, rI is not a very well measured quantity. Electroproduction of a charged pion (4) and e+e--Ir+lr-data (5) favors a small rr of about .6F. However, recent UCLA -Serpukhov x+e-data (6) seems to favor a large rx of about .9F. tt A measurement of the 2s l/2 -2p1/2 shift in pi-muonium can provide an independent measurement of the pion charge radius. From Eq. (l), one finds that AE (size) is of the order .5 to 1.0 x lOa eV. Therefore, in order to obtain the pion charge radius from the 2s l/2 -2p1/2 shift, one must calculate all QED contributions to the energy splitting accurate to the order 10 -4 eV. In this note, we calculate all the QED contributions up to 10 -4 eV. This includes all o2 Ry and a3Ryttt contributions and the dominant a4Ry contribution comes from the fourth order e+e-vacuum polarization.
A few words about our general philosophy are in order here. give rise to the energy splitting to order a! % y. The only significant (to order 10s4 eV of the energy splitting) 04Ry contribution is the fourth order vacuum polarization.
We display the formula and results for the various contributions aside from the pion finite size effect, to the pi-muonium Lamb shift up to order lOa eV in Table A . We briefly describe these terms below.
(A) Second and fourth order e+e-vacuum polarization.
The e+e-vacuum polarization gives the dominant contribution to the pi-+ muonium Lamb shift. This is because the e e-vacuum polarization modifies the Coulomb potential at a distance of the order of an electron Compton wave length h e'
The Bohr radius of the pi-muonium is equal 4.5 X lo-l1 cm. This is comparable to he which is equal to 3. Note that the pion and muon have almost equal mass, and one cannot make the approximation used in the hydrogen atom problem where one particle is much more massive than the other. Note that as mg-coD, one obtains the same results as that of the spinor-spinor case with one particle very massive (7), (8) .
Adding up all the QED contributions to the 2s i -2P 4 shift in Table A , one finds AE2%(QED)-AE,,$QED)= -. 07945 eV. From our earlier estimate using Eq. (l), we see that the pion size effect is about a percent of the total energy shift. The fourth order e+e-vacuum polarization is of the same order. So if the 2s ii -2P, 2 energy shift can be measured to one part in a thousand, and assuming QED to be valid to cu4Ry, one can have an independent measurement of the pion charge radius. $$$ _-. __-An experiment of this type could also check for the existence of any anomalous p -7r interaction.
The remaining question is: Can one measure the 2s 1 -2P1 energy shift 3 2 in pi-muonium accurate to one part in a thousand? We leave that as a challenge (c) The last term in AEzs comes from p+p-vacuum polarization.
(d) The last term in AE2s comes from rr+ri-vacuum polarization.
